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news

CHANGE OF MANAGING DIRECTOR

JAN TAKES OVER
FROM KARI
HEINOLAN Sawmill Machinery entered a new
era when Jan Räsänen took over from Kari
Kiiskinen as the company’s managing director.
Kiiskinen has worked for the company for more
than 30 years, including the past 10 years as
managing director, and will retire in autumn this
year. Until then, he will act as an advisor to the
management. After autumn he will continue on
the company’s Board of Directors in accordance
with the wishes of the owners.
“The clock is ticking and I’m not getting
any younger. I expressed my wish to the
company’s management that I would like to
retire this year. Management asked me to stay
on until the autumn and support Jan during the
transition. The change will be orderly and this
is in everyone’s interest. We can be confident
that the company is in good hands during the
transition,” says Kiiskinen.
Jan Räsänen, who holds an MSc in
industrial engineering, has earlier worked in
the mechanical forest industry, most recently
as plant manager at Metsä Wood. He joined
Heinola Sawmill Machinery in 2014 and worked
as head of the Project Department before his
post as managing director.
“It was great to start a new job in a well-run
company. Kari has done a great job in managing
the company. We want to continue to serve our
customers with the same expertise and passion
as always,” says Räsänen.
“BIG SHOES TO FILL”
When passing on the batten, it’s always
a good idea to ask the holders themselves
what qualities they see in each other. The new
managing director Jan Räsänen describes his
predecessor in very positive terms.
“Kari has had a long and great career

in many jobs. I’ve big shoes to fill. I would
describe Kari as a really nice person with good
presentational skills, someone who gets along
well with customers. His big picture of the
entire industry has led to a successful career as
managing director,” says Räsänen.
“COOL-HEADED FRESH
APPROACH AND COMPETENCE”
What about the other way around? How does
Kari Kiiskinen, who has headed the company
for 10 years, see his successor? Judging by
everything, the changeover took place with
confidence.
“In Jan, the company gains a managing
director who brings a mix of youthful passion
and strong competence also at the customer
interface. Over the years Jan and I have worked
a lot together. Jan is capable of making fresh,
cool-headed decisions with a suitable objective
approach to things,” is how Kiiskinen describes
his successor.
The managing director changes and each
is an individual with their own way of leading.
Despite this, one thing at Heinola will not
change. Both Kiiskinen and Räsänen highlight
the importance of teamwork in managing
Heinola Sawmill Machinery.
“At Heinola, management is teamwork and
retaining experts is a non-negotiable key point.
Without our professional people, we would be
unable to retain our position as an industrial
leader,” says Kiiskinen.
On 27 March, Kari Kiiskinen was awarded
the Finland Chamber of Commerce Gold Medal
for Life’s Work in recognition of his years of
distinguished service for the benefit of the
Finnish business world. 

WE ARE
GEARING UP
FOR THE FUTURE –
for our customers’ best

DEMAND FOR sawlines is currently at a good
level. HEINOLA currently delivers sawlines
around the world. We must be able to respond
to market demand through our expertise. This
is why we are developing our products every
day to make them even better.
The focus of our development work is
currently product standardisation. We’re
striving to be able to offer all our customers
highly standardised basic equipment, which
can then be tailored to customer needs.
Standardisation enables us to save time and
money, which is reflected in the bottom lines of
our customers.
On the other hand, the labour force cannot
and should not be standardised. We are
currently going through an active generation
handover process regarding our staff and
I myself am part of this process. I began
as managing director after Kari Kiiskinen’s
fantastic career and will strive in my own way
to build on Kari’s work. A generation handover
is getting off to a firm start at HEINOLA.
We have attracted strong competence to
the company and will continue to do so.
Competence is our most important resource.
Competence, product standardisation and
development are how we, too, are responding
to the investment needs of our customers.
These needs are likely to grow in the near
future. In any case, fixing the so-called
investment debt will be topical in the next few
years.
One important part of our business is
business support services for our customers.
The share of services is almost certainly likely
to show continuous growth in the future. The
form and content may change, but demand
and supply will grow. Services correlate
directly with operating reliability. The reliability
of equipment and operations improves our
customers’ business productivity.
Growing the role of automation and IOT
in the form of various testing are part of this
service chain and increasingly more productive
and efficient business for our customers. 
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HEINOLA SAWLINES

FULLPROFILING
SAWLINE
TO RUSSIA
HEINOLA is building a full-profiling sawline
for Vostok Resurs in Russia. The sawline we
are supplying is part of a larger delivery of an
entire sawmill. The lead supplier of the new
sawmill is HEINOLA’s sister company Hekotek.
The new sawmill consists of log sorting, log
feeding, sawline downstream equipment and a
green sorting and stick-stacking line. Hekotek is
supplying all the other components except for the
sawline, which will come from HEINOLA.
HEINOLA sawline is full-profiling sawline
that has been fitted with a 3D log scanner and
automatic log rotation. The main machines are
sturdy chipper canters, circular saws driven by
twin-axle electric servos and the last machine
on the line, a horizontal saw. Each of the chipper
canter reducer heads has been fitted with eight
knives for high sawing speeds. In the new
solution, the knives are short and can be placed
in all knife sleeves on both sides of the chipper.
In the first cut, the sawmill will be able to saw

four sideboards with four servo-adjusted blades.
In the secondary cut, the sawmill will have six
individually settable saws that can saw seven
items of lumber.
In the first cut, the side boards are profiled
directly to the edge of the log and in the second
stage guided by the cant scanner to the cant.
The scanner means that all the side boards are
optimised individually independently of each
other. This results in maximum yield of side
boards in all cuts.
Side boards can be produced from both sides
of the log and profiled in thicknesses between
16–40 mm in both first and second cuts. All
surfaces of the side boards are created by sawing
and no chipped surface remains on the end
product at any stage.
The sawline will be fitted with high capacity
motors for industrial sawing and the breaking
capacity totals around 3 500 kW.
The line is a contemporary high-speed

line, which can saw conifer logs ranging from
120 mm to 350 mm. Initially, the line will have a
total capacity of around 250,000 m3 of lumber a
year. The line will be controlled by one operator
assisted by contemporary control automation.
Avtomatika Vektor, HEINOLA’s Russian partner,
will make the automation for the line. The line will
have a total of around 70 servos controlling the
movements of the knives and machinery at high
sawing speeds for each log individually.
WHERE WE ARE NOW
The sawline was designed back in spring 2018.
This was followed by manufacture, which
took place throughout late 2018. At the time of
writing this in April 2019, work on assembling
the machinery has been completed, test runs in
Heinola, Finland and deliveries to the customer’s
factory in Russia have been completed.
Installation is planned
for summer this year
and the new line will
start production in
the autumn. We will
report further on the
status of the line as
work progresses at the
installation site. 
KONSTANTIN
KOLOTUSHKIN

Draft picture of the Vostok sawline.
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HEINOLA SAWLINES

COMMISSIONING OF
THE FULLPROFILING SAWLINE
IN JAPAN PROGRESSES
LATE autumn, saw the completion
of installations at the new sawmill of
our Japanese customer Matsumoto
Lumber in Kumamoto Prefecture. This
extensive modernisation project includes
a HEINOLA sawline, a log sorting and
debarking equipment provided by the
Japanese company ENO, a saw infeed
supplied by Springer and four green
lumber handling lines supplied by the
Japanese company Suzuko.
At the start of the year, various parts
of the plant progressed to the test run
and training stage, which is now nearing
completion. The new sawmill will use

only the local sugi tree as a raw material
and the lumber produced will go entirely
to the Japanese construction industry.
The line capacity will be around
50 m3 of ready sawn goods an hour when
sawing logs available from forests in the
area.
Like many other fast growing trees,
sugi logs that have grown in the Japanese
mountains often contain stresses, socalled “reaction wood”. We were able to
prepare for this challenge beforehand
and to date there have been no
insurmountable problems in this respect.
The by-products of sawing, bark and

HEINOLA 250 sawline, user interface for the process with log information.

sawdust, will go to a bioenergy plan,
where electricity production accounts
for a significant amount of output. The
chips will be directed to pulp for the
needs of the local paper industry.
In addition to traditionally sawn
timber, the customer considered it
highly important for us to saw strictly
straight good-surfaced timber from
more unusual raw material and from
naturally curved logs for the needs of
the Japanese construction industry.
Here, too, we came out with flying
colours. 

JUHA ROPILO

HEINOLA 250 sawline, user interface for active curve sawing.
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SPECIAL FEATURES
OF HEINOLA
DRYING KILNS

HEINOLA DRYING KILNS

FOUR PROGRESSIVE KILNS
IN PRODUCTION
IN STALOWA WOLA
IN FEBRUARY 2019, HEINOLA put two
new, fully automated HFB Progressive Kilns
into operation in Stalowa Wola, Poland. Two
HFB Kilns had already been delivered to
the plant in 2015, and the Swedish furniture
manufacturer’s production plant has been
extremely satisfied with HEINOLA’s capacity,
drying quality and technical support.
The special features and ease of use
of HEINOLA’s Drying Kiln Control System,
were the deciding factors in choosing the
supplier of the two new progressive kilns.
The new control system includes advanced

kiln load map system and an automatic
timber dimension switch program.
The Control System display shows the
following information for each kiln load:
package number, timber dimension,
chosen drying scheme and exit time
from the kiln. An in-built kiln load map
software helps in production planning
and inventory accounting. The new
HFB Progressive Kilns increase the
plant’s annual drying capacity by approx.
60,000 m3 when drying of 50 mm pine
to 9 % final moisture content. 

• Stainless steel structure featuring
wide self-supporting elements,
reducing installation time and
with 50% fewer potential leaks.
• The stainless steel is austeniticferritic, EN1.4307, and can
withstand highly aggressive
drying conditions.
• The heat coils’ plate thickness is
0.4 mm, and they can be cleaned
with a high-pressure washer.
The heat coils also come with
threefold freezing protection.
• The fan wall is welded
construction and has a robust,
resistant structure, eliminating
vibrations.
• The vertical kiln doors come with
dual fall protection.
• Heat and electrical power and
consumption measurements can
be monitored online.
• The exhaust fan motor is located
outside the exhaust duct. The
equipment is easy to service and
long-lasting.
• All servicing and maintenance
measures can be carried out
through the kiln’s attic: pressure
frame cylinders, wet sensor
basins, motor greasing, heat coil
deaeration, etc.
• The load movement motors are
located outside the kiln.
• The HEINOLA Eco Drying Kiln
Control System is easy to use
and has various safety features.
Approved for a Swedish furniture
manufacturer’s production plants
in many projects.
• HEINOLA Control System includes
also state of the art Timber
Drying Simulation tools, for
the Chamber Kilns and for the
Progressive Kilns.
• In addition the Control System
has a Kiln Load Map Chart, which
shows details of the kiln loads
and calculated readiness time out
of the kiln.

THE PROGRESSIVE KILN SUPPLIED TO COMBIMILL
REOPALU OÜ NOW IN PRODUCTION
THE NEW 2-zone HFB Progressive Kiln is equipped with a
Heat Recovery unit. The new kiln building was constructed
so that it utilized the existing wall of the old progressive kiln.
By building this way, it takes up less space, reduces energy
consumption of the kilns and made the installation work
faster. The sawmill´s three existing two-zone progressive kilns
were also connected to HEINOLA’s new, advanced Drying
Kiln Control System. The new HFB Progressive Kiln, which
increases the plant’s annual production capacity by roughly
35,000 m3, started up in the second week of March 2019. 

Superior
drying quality

Customer-oriented
technical support

Safety
features

Energy-efficient
Kiln Control System with
integrated Simulator
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HEINOLA CARE

PREVENTION REFLECTED
IN THE BOTTOM LINE
PREVENTIVE maintenance and spare parts
are crucial for sawmill reliability and function.
Repairing machinery and keeping spares in
stock is expensive, but on the other hand sawline
outages because of insufficient maintenance
or a shortage of spare parts can turn out to be
even more expensive. Preventive maintenance
minimises any machine faults and ensures
availability of the spare parts needed.
Preventive maintenance is aimed at keeping
machinery in continuous working order.
Preventive maintenance is more cost-effective
than repairs. For sawmills, maintenance services
are not just a cost item, but also an important part
of the production chain and ensure a quality end
product and uninterrupted production.
Maintenance is divided into two groups:
fault repair and planned maintenance. In the
latter, the essential thing is to be able to control
maintenance work and outage plans. In planning,
it is advisable to make use of documents such as
condition monitoring reports and maintenance
history. The reports also help when planning
future projects and investments. Planning
preventive maintenance can help to avoid
unexpected faults and thus production stoppages.
The right types of document and analyses are
very valuable as regards quality and cost efficient
implementation.

CATCH THE FAULTS BEFORE
THEY CATCH YOU
The main aim of preventive maintenance is to
identify budding faults before they catch you
out. This is why it is advisable to plan and carry
out preventive maintenance in accordance with
the predetermined plan described in the annual
clock. It is also a good idea to include for example,
policies, visual inspections, automation service
and calibration in the annual clock. These services
support continuous production improvement and
shorter breakdown times.
Maintenance is linked to annual servicing
and planned maintenance outages. To make the
most of maintenance, the annual plan should
be drawn up together with production planning
and maintenance for each production plant. It is
important for servicing to also take into account
production development and solutions for any
minor investments as part of the maintenance
process. Nowadays, also safety at work and
environmental issues play an increasingly
important role. Inspections must also take these
points into account and do everything to help to
prevent workplace accidents and environmental
damage.
WHAT DO WE DO OURSELVES
AND WHAT DO WE OUTSOURCE?
When planning preventive maintenance it’s

advisable to start by defining those things that
form the basis for planning the annual clock. What
is the critical equipment requiring maintenance
from an operational perspective? What plans
need to be drawn up to prevent faults occurring?
What is it sensible for the company to do itself?
What is it perhaps worth outsourcing to expert
partners? It is a good idea to let external services
do the plant’s most critical parts. The machinery’s
maintenance history and failures are reviewed
when mapping criticality. The plant’s own
maintenance tasks are defined at the same time.
When planning the annual clock, the operating
hours and changing seasons (impact on sawing
of wood freezing and thawing) among other
things can be used as the criteria. It is possible
to determine these variables so that maintenance
is timely and to minimise over- or under-under
maintenance.
When the information obtained is collected
systematically, crucial data about the machinery
begins to accumulate as time passes. This data
can be drawn on for example, by estimating how
long any particular component will last, how
long it takes to repair or replace and how much
this costs. The data can be analysed and used
for mapping future maintenance needs. Since for
example, an edger requires regular servicing, this
data can be used when planning the annual clock.
To benefit the most from external expert
service also requires commitment from production
and maintenance
staff. Teamwork and
compliance with the
agreed maintenance
programme provide
the best benefit to
the customer and
result in productivity
improvements. 
KIMMO HALTTUNEN
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HEINOLA
at trade fairs
in 2019

23.–25.5
KHABAROVSK

HEINOLA AUTOMATION

27.–31.5
HANNOVER

3.–6.9
KRASNOYARSK

4.–6.9
JYVÄSKYLÄ

11.–13.9
BRATSK

CONTINUOUS
DEVELOPMENT WORK
THE WORLD changes and so do sawline
requirements. This is why we are continuously
developing HEINOLA sawline automation. Here is
a list of just some of the things we are working on that
describe the modernisations under way and already
achieved:
• Modernised user interfaces already feature in
our sawlines. New interfaces are also upcoming
for edgers and sorting lines. Plans also include
modernised tools and a common OPC UA gateway
for interfaces. The new interfaces are clearer, user
friendly and more graphic.
• We are at the final stages in software
standardisations and version management. This
modernisation project will save our customers costs
in the maintenance stage and reduce hours spent
in the planning stage. The ease of these software
changes is already reflected in performance.

• Our sawlines use the latest active and passive
drive modes in straight and curve sawing as well
as Siemens platforms as a feature of HEINOLA’s
advanced log feed monitoring: industrial computers
have VxWorks for calculation and optimisation as
well as S7 1500 and TIA Portal for process control.
Deliveries include Profinet bus.
• Top-level servo control circuits in all plant parts
to allow the removal of control units, hubs and
installations for profitability reasons.
• Projects are done internationally, which means
managed remote control up to the field device level.
• Networking has already long been a key word in
our operations as automation modernisation and
managing subcontractors in Finland and abroad
bring their own challenges to deliveries.
• In 2019, we will explore the possibilities of
preventive maintenance and learning automation to
continuously improve our operations. 

Versatile
software

Safety

Real-time,
reliable
operating system

Interfaces
ready for
EPR systems
TIMO JUNTUNEN

LOAD-BASED SPEED CONTROL
IN LUMBER HANDLING PLANT
22.–25.10
MINSK

3.–6.12
MOSCOW

HEINOLA Automation has developed an intelligent process
speed control that saves both energy and mechanics. The
automation systems sense the status of the various parts
of the plant and lines, and adjust the speed so that plants
operate at a suitable speed in any given situation. Operators
do not even notice this function other than in lower energy
consumption and less mechanical wear.
A plant or line is usually started up at the regular speed,
which remains constant during the production batch or
shift. When no lumber is fed into the plant or line, the speed
automatically drops to energy saving speed and returns
to the pre-determined speed once the line has lumber to
handle. 
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HEINOLA LUMBER HANDLING

GREEN SORTING
AND STICK STACKING LINE
FOR IISVEDEN METSÄ
HEINOLA Sawmill Machinery and AS Hekotek
have joined forces to deliver a green sorting and
stick-stacking line to Iisveden Metsä Oy. Iisveden
Metsä Oy has been in business since 1924 and
this new investment shows strong faith in future
sawmill operations in Iisvesi.
When completed, the line will significantly
increase Iisveden Metsä’s lumber sorting capacity
compared to the existing combi line, which after
modernisation will shift to sorting dry lumber. The
sawline will also retain the possibility to direct
green lumber to the combi line via a separation
hatch if the company wants to package green
lumber into a hard packet.

Efficient
at all speeds

The new plant features a FinScan grading
system, 20 bins and a haul conveyor as the lumber
handling conveyor. Twelve sticks can be used in
stick stacking and the loading pallet is fitted with
an additional hoist to minimise stack replacement
times. Stick handling has been provided with
a large buffer so that stacks do not need to be
driven out. Stick handling will take place at two
levels, a 50-metre long stick store conveyor to
which the sticks in the stacks for packaging are
driven to the combi plant. Delivery also includes
a HEINOLA drum chipper and a dust removal
system, which will remove the dust on both the
old and new line. Hekotek will supply the line

Accurate
for all cutting
measurements

Gentle
processing

electrification and automation.
The mechanical installations on the line are
nearing completion and a start has been made
on the test rotations
of the positions in
the entry section of
the line. As spring
progresses so too will
the progress towards
full production. 

VEIJO MALMI

Sturdy
packages
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HEINOLA CHIPPERS

A MODULAR APPROACH
TO STATIONARY DRUM
CHIPPER MODELS
HEINOLA’S stationary drum chipper models
have been producing quality pulp chips from
sawmill by-products for decades already.
HEINOLA has supplied chipper models also
for the needs of impregnated wood and veneer
plants. Our range of chippers comprises different
sizes and models of chippers with blade drums
ranging from 500 mm to 1 300 mm. Besides drum
diameter, the various chipper models differ from

each other in terms of number of blades, width
and infeed device.
Customer feedback has resulted in the
development of increasingly better chippers.
Work is currently underway on developing
stationary models with a view to modular
production. This means that in future various
infeed devices can be connected to chippers
in the same size class. This will mean that the

infeed device required by the customer won’t
need to be fitted to the same basic chipper until
the order stage.
To date, the chipper part has been
manufactured together with the infeed device
and the different infeed devices have not been
interchangeable. In future, customers will be able
to order a new separate infeed device for their
chipper when their raw material changes. 

MATTI TAKATALO

APPOINTMENTS
at HEINOLA

VEIJO MALMI was appointed Sales
Manager and Lumber Handling Plant
Product Manager in Finland in January
2019. He is a power plant engineer
and has worked in different positions
in Sawmill Machinery for almost 20 years.

KIMMO HALTTUNEN was appointed
HEINOLA Care, After Sales Manager in
November 2018. He is a farm technician
and earlier worked at Betamet Oy
for 17 years, of which ten years as
an installation manager.

MARKO KAUKONEN was appointed
Product Manager in the kiln business
in January 2019. He is an energy engineer
and previously worked Oilon, Högfors and
the Olkiluoto nuclear power plant in various
specialist positions in energy engineering.

MARKKU PYNNÖNEN was appointed
Purchasing Manager in December
2018. He is a mechanical engineer and
spent the last 15 years working for
mining equipment and civil engineering
equipment companies in sourcing and
production positions.

KIMMO KOSKINEN was appointed
Automation Engineer in December 2018.
His remit includes sawmill kiln logic
planning. He is a hardware and software
engineer and his previous employers
include Andritz and Lahti Precision.

Heinola Sawmill Machinery Inc., P.O. Box 24, 18101 Heinola, Finland, Tel. +358 (0)3 848 411, www.heinolasm.fi

